Deloitte Impact Foundation

Deloitte’s global purpose is to ‘make an impact that matters’. Through the Deloitte Impact Foundation, Deloitte NL is committed to bring a positive impact to society. We believe that we can make the most difference by sharing our core competences, knowledge and network in societal initiatives to make an impact in the fields of education & employment, sustainability and endurability. Together, our people and partners connect to accelerate our impact on society.

A two-way approach

Employee-led initiatives
Every Deloitte NL colleague is encouraged to get involved in causes that are close to their hearts. They can spend a percentage of their working hours to start or join initiatives that create societal impact.

Maximise impact through collaboration
Through eco-systems we make a more significant, visible and enduring impact by collaborating with external partners.

Focus areas

1. **WorldClass:** Empowering people for a better future

   | Initiatives which focus on education and employment opportunities for those who need it most, indirectly also supporting our Dutch economy in the long term.
   | National Money Exam to teach kids how to handle money consciously
   | Future Academy to give refugees a valuable network

2. **Sustainability:** Protecting our natural world

   | International initiatives which support future generations on our planet to live in a healthy and sustainable environment.
   | Cognitive Deforestation Prevention to support the WWF by using AI to prevent illegal deforestation
   | Professionalising The Ocean Cleanup to rid the world’s oceans and rivers of plastic

3. **Inclusive Society:** Improving the quality of life

   | Employee-led initiatives which support challenges on e.g. living conditions, inclusion and diversity. health, loneliness, safety and economic welfare
   | Alice the Social Robot to support elderly and their care takers
   | Strengthen NGO SchuldenLab to improve the effectiveness of debt support

Contact
Get to know the faces behind our foundation or contact nlFoundation@deloitte.nl and learn more on deloitteimpactfoundation.nl
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